Articles and Sermons :: the harbinger jonathan cahn

the harbinger jonathan cahn - posted by brothagary, on: 2013/10/19 18:28
brothers and sisters I ask a question to you all, what do you think of this address and as any here seen this message ,,
can I get some input and discernment about the message and the delivery of it and do you think it resembles biblical pre
aching and maybe prophecy (depending on your definition),,and how would you compare it with dian reidys message
thanks blessings

the harbinger

jonathan cahn

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S9xMxkNROto

Re: the harbinger jonathan cahn, on: 2013/10/20 2:43
Very good word, boldly declared. He was given a platform to speak. Diane Reidy was not given a platform.
You cannot compare both of the messages because you are comparing "apples and oranges". One was a scheduled sp
eech and the other was an unscheduled "cry".
Thanks for posting it, I enjoyed it.
I liked Benjamin Carson's speech, too.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_iqvlyf-O3Q
2Co_10:12 For we dare not make ourselves of the number, or compare ourselves with some that commend themselves
: but they measuring themselves by themselves, and comparing themselves among themselves, are not wise.
Re: - posted by brothagary, on: 2013/10/20 4:39
im glad you like it ,,,ill check out the carsons speech thanks

regarding deadns question and comparing john the baptise or a prophet of a similar calibre,,with dianes message is like
apples and oranges ,,,,,,funny I actual typed in that last thread that it was like comparing apple juice ,with an apple tree ,,
but I decide to deleat it an wrote some thing else

i want to maby later if you have the time to just have a quick look at the conflicting differences in there main points of th
ere message ,and the major thrusts of the message ,,,,,im not wanting to be contentious at ,,i just notice a decent differe
nce ,,,,,maby later if some other brethren watch this address ,,we can discuse what we see
blessings to you
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Re: - posted by brothagary, on: 2013/10/20 5:07
just in ,,,I watched a full doctumentry about that doctor carson a few years ago ,,he is one amasing nuro doctor and solid
Christian ,,,
I tried the link you posted but it was not the actual speech ,,, do you know where the speech is located
Re: , on: 2013/10/20 9:45
The speech is located on YouTube and easy to find. Just put "Ben Carson" in the youtube search area.
The title is: Dr. Benjamin Carson's Amazing Speech at the National Prayer Breakfast
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